
Creating A  
$250,000pa Passive 

Income Stream In  
Just 12 Months 

How Sergio and 
Charity put their 
equity to good use. 



Disclaimer

These student success stories and the results in them were captured at a specific point in time. The real estate 
market and the investing strategies used to succeed are constantly changing. The achievements and results of 
these investors may have changed since these stories were recorded. 

Each of these investors engaged in in-depth training, coaching and mentoring to be able to achieve these 
results. Their results are not typical and should not be taken as a guarantee of the results you may achieve. 
Your personal results will be in-line with the training, education and hard work that you personally conduct.

In compiling this publication, the Publisher relies upon a number of external sources. The publication is supplied 
on the basis that while the Publisher believes all the information in it to be correct at the time of printing, it does 
not warrant it’s accuracy or completeness and to the full extent allowed by the law excludes any liability for any 
loss or damage sustained by its readers arising from, or in connection with, the supply or use of information in 
this publication through any cause. 

The opinions contained within may be short-term in nature and are subject to change. Past performance is not 
indicative of future results. All investments involve substantial monetary risk, including the risk of losing one’s 
entire investment.

None of the information contained within this publication constitutes, or is intended to constitute, a 
recommendation by the Publisher that any particular security, investment or strategy, is suitable for any specific 
person. None of the information contained in this publication is, or is intended to be, personalized investment 
advice. Investments or strategies mentioned may not be suitable for all individuals. All readers should make 
their own independent decision regarding them. The material contained in the publication does not take into 
account each reader’s particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs. All readers should strongly 
consider seeking advice from their own personal investment adviser based on their specific circumstances.
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A Special Invitation
Congratulations on downloading this case study report 

And congratulations on making the decision to create a brighter 
future for you and your family. 

In my opinion, there’s no better way to build long term wealth - 
and create a passive income stream -than property. 

Over the years I’ve helped thousands of people just like you on 
their road to financial freedom. 

I’d like to do the same for you. 

Which is why I want to invite you to have a special and unique 
blueprint call with one of my advisors. 

On this call, here are the two things that will happen:

1.  We’ll discover what’s holding you back and specifically what your income goals 
are for the next 12-24 months. 

2. We’ll map out a plan of action that’s tailored for you. 

The call is complimentary. 

To take advantage just go here to book a time that works for you:

BOOK A BLUEPRINT CALL

Warmly,

https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
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Writing Your Own Story
Sergio and Charity had worked hard to put themselves in a solid financial position. They wanted to 
escape the rat race, but they didn’t want to risk all that they had achieved. 

They are big believers in “writing your own story”, but when they found the right strategy through 
ILRE, they were shocked at how quickly it all came together. 

Sergio and Charity are driven and disciplined people. They had achieved a solid financial position 
through years of hard work, owning their own home and a single investment property in the Eastern 
Suburbs of Sydney. 

However, they wanted more. They wanted financial freedom. They wanted more time to spend with 
the family and do the things they love. They wanted out of the rat race.

They tried their hands at a number of different ventures – various trading systems and enterprises 
– but none of their efforts made significant results. During their search they came across Dymphna 
Boholt, and what she offered immediately resonated. 

“We had some aggressive goals, but we’d worked hard 
for our equity and we wanted to put it to good use.”

https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
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Other than the systems and the results her students were getting, they found Dymphna’s own 
mission of personal empowerment and being among like-minded people they met through her 
programs really help their self-development.

They decided to join the ILRE community, opting for the close one-on-one mentoring available 
through the Platinum program. 

They took the time to explore the suite of strategies available under the Dymphna Boholt umbrella 
until they found the one that best suits them. 

Since their goal was to replace their income as quickly as possible, they focused their efforts on 
multiple-tenancy commercial investment properties.

In just twelve months they have completed four deals, focussed around regional Queensland, 
creating a stunning $256,000p.a worth of passive income – enough to replace both of their 
incomes.

Needless to say, they are extremely happy with the results. These are the deals that made it 
happen.

“We just didn’t know what we were doing.  
We had a lot of debt on the house; our investment 

property was positively geared, but only just.…  
We really needed a plan.”

Unlocking Commercial Secrets

https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
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Deal 1: Stacks Of Potential
Sergio and Charity found their first deal through the ILRE forum. Another student had found a 
great deal, but just wasn’t in a position to make it happen. Since the deal was in Queensland, 
Sergio figured he would jump on it and sign the contract first, and do his research and due diligence 
later. 

That research showed that it was just the kind of deal he was after. It was a commercial property 
with multiple tenancies, with a strong anchor tenant – a national company with $20million revenue 
in Queensland. He also calculated that it would cost that tenant around $100,000 to move, so they 
would most likely stay. 

The deal cost them $900,000, but was positively geared to the tune of $65,000 a year. Not only 
that, it could potentially be strata titled for further uplift.

DEAL 1 COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL, DALBY, QLD      
Purchase Price  $855,000
Rent $124,200
Property Management $5,600
Insurance $3,100

Interest $39,000
Rates / Water $10,600
Total Hold Costs $58,300
Annual Positive Cashflow $65,900

https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
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Deal 2: An Ugly Duckling
On the back of this first deal, Sergio and Charity went looking for something similar. They found it 
in a property in Gympie through a buyers agent, which was having trouble selling because it was in 
a flood zone. 

However, when Sergio did his research, he realised that it was in a slow-release flood site, and so 
when the rare floods occurred, all the businesses managed to get out of the way in time, and the 
disruption was minimal. In addition, the businesses themselves paid for the insurance so it was no 
skin off their nose.

The price was negotiated down to $708,000, and it is positively geared to the tune of $41,000 a 
year, returning 10.5% net yield. 

“There’d only been three floods in twenty years, and you 
always get 24 hours notice.”

DEAL 2 COMMERCIAL MULTI-TENANCY, GYMPIE, QLD   
Purchase Price  $708,000
Buyers Agent $10,000
Rent $72,000
Property Management N/a

Insurance / Rates N/a
Interest $30,300
Total Hold Costs $30,300
Annual Cashflow $41,700

https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
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With a winning formula now, Sergio and Charity wanted to take it up a level. 

They found it in an industrial property in Emerald that cost them $1.4million, but is putting a 
massive $148,000 a year in their pocket! 

Deal 3: Take It Up A Notch

DEAL 3: COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL, EMERALD, QLD          
Purchase Price  $1,400,000
Rent $187,600
Property Management N/a

Interest $39,600
Total Hold Costs $39,600
Annual Cashflow $148,000

https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
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With friends and family noticing the fantastic results they were getting, Sergio and Charity decided 
to get Sergio’s dad into a similar deal – a three-lot industrial property in Bundaberg costing 
$635,000, and generating $48,000 in passive income. 

Deal 4: One For Dad

DEAL # 4 COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL, BUNDABERG, QLD  (MUM AND DAD)          
Purchase Price  $635,000
Buyers Agent $10,000
Rent $60,600
Property Management N/a

Insurance / Rates N/a
Interest $12,400
Total Hold Costs $12,400
Annual Cashflow $48,200

https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
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With the support of their coaches, Sergio and Charity were able to set a cracking pace, hammering 
out four deals in under twelve months. 

Not only that, they have put their hard-earned equity to fantastic use, generating a passive income 
stream worth over $250,000 a year. Now, finally, they feel like they are sorted. 

A Year To Remember 

“With the knowledge gained, one of the biggest benefits is 
you can help your loved ones achieve their goals too.”

POSITION PRE-DYMPHNA
Property Value Owing Equity Cashflow 
Coogee (PPR) $1,100,000 $550,000 $550,000 $0
Kingsford (Inv) $825,000 $282,000 $543,000 $10,000
Total $1,925,000 $832,000 $1,093,000 +$10,000

POSITION POST-DYMPHNA
Property Value Equity Uplift Cashflow 
Coogee (PPR) $1,200,000 $800,000 $250,000 $0
Deal # 1 $900,000 $344,250 $45,000 $65,900
Deal # 2 $750,000 $290,000 $40,000 $41,700
Deal # 3 $1,400,000 $490,000 $0 $148,000
Total $4,250,000 $1,574,250 $335,000 +$255,600

https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
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If you’d like to chat with one of my team and map out a plan for your financial future, just click 
the link below. 

During your chat, your advisor will help identify what’s holding you back and get clearer on your 
income goals for the next 12-24 months. 

On top of that, you can expect to walk away with a plan of action tailored for your unique situation. 

BOOK A BLUEPRINT CALL

Free Blueprint Call With an 
I Love Real Estate Advisor

https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
https://pages.iloverealestate.tv/book-a-blueprint-call/
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